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Release Date: 11/14/2014 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: 
Horn Sounds At Times When Not Commanded Or Horn Does Not Sound 
 

Diagnosis: 
Horn goes off at times without request. DTC B2339 Horn Switch Stuck may be stored or active. Stuck 
code is set if the cluster senses a message that the horn switch has been pressed for greater than 45 
seconds. For vehicles that do not have cruise, a LIN slave is located on the right side of the steering 
wheel (dummy switch).   
The horn contact switch is hardwired to the right steering wheeel switch (cruise/speed switch) which 
is the LIN slave; the right steering wheel switch sends a LIN message to CCN (cluster). In this case 
CCN is the LIN Master. CCN sends a CAN message out to respective module, TIPM, to control the 
horn output. 
 

Repair Procedure: 
 
CAUTION: Disconnect the battery during service, use extreme care not to damage the steering 
wheel, bezel, or harness connectors.    

 
If the horn condition noted is horn sounds all the time, check the horn switch wiring to ensure no 
concerns and then disconnect the horn switch. Reconnect the battery with the switch disconnected, if 
the horn sounds and no wiring concerns; replace the right side switch/cruise switch.  
 
If the horn condition is inoperative, check the horn switch wiring to ensure no wiring issues, jump the 
horn switch. Reconnect the battery with the switch jumped, if the horn does not sound and no wiring 
concerns; replace the right side switch/cruise switch.  
 
NOTE: Perform switch and wiring testing prior to replacing the right side switch/cruise. Use 
only the most current level part available through Mopar to resolve the above noted concerns.  
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Verification: 
Install and test the operation to complete. 


